Thiagu's Blog Global Market Outlook-09 Nov 20
Price action across the markets appears relatively staid on Biden's win - continue to cheer the
gridlock and expect Fed to step in - less of taxes and more of stimulus .
The risk is that Senate remains undecided - two runoff elections in Georgia on Jan. 5 and the
Increased possibility of smaller U.S. stimulus and hands off Fed .
The path to global recovery is becoming painfully slow, and with pandemic spread, it could take
even longer. ( infections in US have crossed 10 million).So long the global recovery is fragile, it
is not prudent to bet for a continued slump in Dollar .
However USD index shows a Bearish setup- targets a test of 91.73 Sept low and 76.4% 201820 rise.Sustained 91.70 break would bring the 88.25 2018 low into play.Close above 93.13/17
10 & 21 dmas needed to end the downside bias.92.04 lower Bolli and earlier 92.30 high to hold.
Data this week includes EZ flash Q3 GDP , industrial production and the Sentix German ZEW &
inflation. Break of 1.1870 has negated downtrend whereas 1.1930 is the stiff overhead
resistance.
Hopes of less confrontational U.S. trade policies.S tate media hails potential for Biden trade
talks.USD/CNY plunged to 28-mth low 6.5700 .China Oct exports jumped more than
expected.Little in the way of deeper slide to next round-figure at 6.5000
Brexit negotiations coming to a head with EU summit on Nov.15 - key issues far from resolved
.Bare-bones deal likely. Data this week with UK prelim Q3 GDP , Mfg output and
Employment.Strong close -bullish outside week - unusual positive signal -sustained 1.3180 break
would open way to 1.3481 Sept top - close below 1.3057, 38.2% of Nov rise to negate.
BoJ Policy Board Oct 28-29 minutes chance of further ease in December and fiscal stimulus.Reuters Tankan shows mfg less
pessimistic.USD/JPY's tumble to 103.18 makes Sept 104 base a fade.One-off daily lows at
103.12/2.02 are the only props pre 2020's 101.18 low
USD/INR to gap lower at open to around 74 vs 74.20 close. Friday price action hinted on
developing range 73.85-74.25 and nothing to suggest any change .

